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ABSTRACT Kingdom Nuclear Installations Inspectorate require high levels
of redundancy and "defence in depth".

A gap is opening up between what the world would like to
consume in terms of energy and what the world's environment Furthermore, Sizewell B has undergone the most complete
can sustain. To bridge this gap a much greater contribution safety review ever conducted for a nuclear plant anywhere in
from nuclear and renewables is needed to limit the emission the world.
of CO, and other harmful gases.

The bid also includes a comprehensive package of training
Plans already laid in some Pacific Rim countries recognise and technology transfer. It is supported by a very large
this need and nuclear energy is expected to grow rapidly in Industrial Co-operation Program. The aim is to promote the
this region over the next 20-30 years. For Pacific Rim development of technology and industrial capability in
countries without plentiful indigenous fossil fuel rsources, Taiwan, to improve co-operative relationships and to generate
nuclear power is the most economic form of electricity long term mutual benefits between the participating countries.
generation, minimising the need for expensive imports and
strengthening security of energy supply. It is now over four years since the UK Government withdrew

the nuclear generating business from its programme for
Nuclear power already makes a significant contribution to privatising the electricity supply industry in the UK and
reducing emissions in other regions, especially Europe. Well promised a thorough review of the future of nuclear power in
over a third of electricity in Europe comes from nuclear my country.
power. In te UK te figure is nearer a quarter and rising.

That review is about to begin; we have reached a key stage
If nuclear power is to fulfil its role as a key part of UK in the development of nuclear power in the UK. The nuclear
energy supply into the 21st century, we need to maintain our industry in the UK is confident that this Government Review
existing capacity as our older plant retires by building further, will consolidate the key role of nuclear power in UK energy
modem PWRs. supply into the 21st century.

Central to our future is Sizewell B power station - te UK's We will bring to tat Review evidence that the operating and
first PWR. Construction is complete and commissioning is business performance of the nuclear generators, Nuclear
well under way. The project is nearing completion - ahead of Electric and, north of the border, Scottish Nuclear has
time and under budget. improved dramatically and continues to improve.

The success of SizeNvell B is the foundation for the future of Furthermore, satisfactory progress is being made towards
nuclear power in the UK. Stations based on the Sizewell long-term disposal of radioactive waste, consistent with
design will become the workhorses of our utility. Already Government policy. The continuing delay in the operation 
Nuclear Electric as submitted a planning application to THORP has been a matter of concern for the UK nuclear
construct Sizeweil C. This is a technical replica of Sizewell industry; commissioning is, however, now under way and at
B in twin reactor form with a net output of around 260OMW. last it looks as if we can put that delay behind us.

And this design also has strong export potential. There can be no doubt about the crucial role of nuclear power
Westinghouse and Nuclear Electric ave submitted a joint- in the sustainable development of an increasing energy-hungry
vender to build a PWR here in Taiwan. Our bid is based on world. Nuclear Electric and the rest of the UK nuclear
the Sizewell design; an innovative, safe and proven nuclear industry is continuing to reinforce the strategic and global
power plant design for supplying reliable low-cost electricity case for maintaining our strong nuclear capability. We are
for the Republic of China's growing economy. competing successfully in the most competitive electricity

market in te world. We are demonstrating commercial
The Sizewell design is an APWR offering standards of design, viability. And we have the prospect of exploiting further a
construction, operation and of reactor safety unmatched world-class PWR design.
anywhere in the world. The stringent demands of te United
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